
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You receive a disclosure there is Abuse taking place. You believe there is evidence that Abuse is taking place. 

 Investigate and ask direct questions in a safe and confidential setting. 

Consider the following: 

Are any of those involved under 18?   

Are they pregnant or have children under 18? 

Is the Client a vulnerable adult: Do they have a disability that  requires community care?  

Have they a mental illness? or disability? or are they unable to protect themselves from significant harm?. 

Yes No Yes 

Follow the relevant IOM  

Child Safeguarding Procedures   

Is the person who is 
choosing to abuse  
willing to engage 

voluntarily? 

Is the person who is experiencing 
abuse willing to engage 

voluntarily?  

Follow relevant IOM Adult Safeguarding Procedures    

no yes no 

Information should be given highlighting the 
danger caused by their behaviour and possible 
negative outcomes- and a contact number if 

they change their mind 

Undertake an assessment of risk of the Client suffering/ inflicting   
abuse- seek advice from identified Independent Abuse Advisor, Line 

Manager, Adult Protection Team or Safeguarding Lead. 

It is important to recognise their right to choose, 
however, a lack of willingness to co-operate maybe 

a short term phenomenon and ongoing support 
may be appropriate. 

No Further 
Action 

Seek appropriate intervention: 1:1 or group work for the person choosing to act abusively; 

For the  person experiencing the abuse ensure that they are appropriately supported and protected. 

No Further 
Action 

High risk moderate or standard risk 

Both child and adult escalation and multi-agency conferencing 

practice will be used to manage the risk 
Safety Plan. Multi-agency addressing each element of the disturbance resulting 

from experiencing or delivering harm in a domestic situation 

The plan is implemented by those best positioned, qualified and/or knowledgeable to do so. Contact is through one individual who co-ordinates the plan and is likely to be either the IAA or the 
person that the service user feels most able to trust. The building blocks of a strong Safety Plan are laid out below. This list is not exhaustive but provides some guidance about some common 

issues. All cases are different and the Safety Plan needs to be appropriate to the Client for the specific issue that is being addressed. 

Safety 
Plan 

elements 

Safety of 
Children 

Independent 
availability of 

funds  
Protection from 
person choosing 

to abuse 

Safety measures 
(Alarm, Phone, 
Door locks, etc) 

Legal advice 

Support through 
Legal process if 

appropriate 

Safe, suitable  and 
settled 

accommodation 

Social 
engagement 

Ongoing support 
/ contact 

. 

Protection Orders : Legally 
enforceable protection from 

person choosing to act 
abusively. 

Your point of contact for 

additional information about 

roles in Abuse on the Island  

and IAA is; SIMON GRIFFIN 

(01624)      694349 

simon.griffin@gov.im 

 

A system of 

MARACs will be 

developed over the 

coming months 

alongside MAPPA 

October 

9
th

 2015 

Reduce 
risk posed 
by person 
choosing 
to abuse  

http://isleofmanchildcare.proceduresonline.com/pdfs/inter_agency_scb.pdf
https://www.gov.im/media/520427/inter_agency_adult_protection_policy___procedures.pdf
http://www.dashriskchecklist.co.uk/uploads/pdfs/DASH 2009.pdf
http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.safelives.org.uk/sites/default/files/resources/Case management pack FINAL.doc&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=pE-RVbaVLsPbUZPvtYAP&ved=0CCoQFjAD&usg=AFQjCNEHiWtLk51PRCTmoBmrcC1MmGj4ag

